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This monograph was prepared from material
developed by Abt Associates, Inc.



The Division of Planning Methods and Technology,
BHPRD, through the National Health Planning
Information Center, is a primary resource for
current_information on a wide variety of topics
relevant to health planning and resources devel-

opment. To facilitate the dissemination of
information to health planners, the Center will
publish selected monographs in three series:

Health PlanningMethods and Technology_

This series will focus on the technical and
administrative aSpects of the health planning
process, including such areas as methods and
approaehes to the various aspects of the
health planning proceSs, techniques for ana--
lyzing health_planning information and problems,

'and approaches lo the effective dittemination
and utilization of technical information.

Health Plannin nformation

This series will focus en daa and information
support the health planning process, including

sources of information and data for use in

health planning.,

Health Planning Bibliography

.This series will foci's on general and specialized
bibliographies that relate to topical subject

areas in health planning.

Health ',IzilL1,21.214LIalas11.1 is the first publica-

tion in the Health Planning Methods and Technology

Series.

1st Printing
2nd Printing

July. 1975

October 1976
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This is the first in a series of monographs for Preface
health planners_ The series is a result of the ef-
forts of many professionals in a variety of fields at
the,Federal, state and local levels. The work on
which each monograph in the series is based was
funded by the. Health Resources Administration
(HRA), DepartMent of Health, Education, and
Welfare (DHEW), under a number of contracts with
private research firms ind health-related organize-
tions. This monograph has been reviewed by a
panel of professional health planners from state
and local health agencies which has provided_
many valuable comments and recommendations,
The health planning monograph series is
published by the National Health Planning Infor-
mation Center as a service to health planners."
The purpose of the Center, and of these moho-
graphs, is to provide health planners with a cen-
tralized, comprehensive source of data, informa-
tion arid assistance in the area of health planning
in order to assist in improving health care delivery
in the United States.

Other topics relating to health manpower plan-
ning will be covered in the first issues of this
monograph series, including a review of Methods
for determining health manpower supply and
.re9uirements. Other areas of health planning will
be covered in subsequent monographs in the

series.

Thu.: Center is located within the Division 01 Planning Methods
and Technolog'y, Bureau of Health Planning and ,Resources

' Development, HRA, DHEW.
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I. Introduction

Health Manpower Planning Process is derived The Monograph
Jrom a study undertaken by Abt AssOciates, 'Inc.,
for the BUreail of Health Resources Development
.(BHRD, now the Bureau of Health Planning and
Resources DevelopmentBHPRD) of the HRA.

'-17he original purpose of that study was to describe
through a:

comprehensive exploration and documenta-
tion, in five states, the general characteris-
tics of health manpower planning activities
being carried out and the organizational,
procedural, and substantive relationships
between the various planning activities
which might relate them to a "system- for
health manpower planning in each state.

The conceptual framework developed by Abt
Associates and described in this-monograph is
basedson a review of the literature and contrIbu-
tions provided by their consultants and staff
members. It was reviewed by a panel of Abt con-
sultants before it was used to direct field work in
the five, states surveyed. It has been revised to
some extent in light of this field work and as some
of the health manpower planning processes be-
came better understood.

It should be pointed out that the orientation of = A Cautionary Not
the original study was toward the state, while the_

\ focus of the monograph is on both state and area-
wide Vanning. Thus, while it is assumed that the.

9



process of liealth manpower planning is com--
posed of similar activities and events at both the
state and areawide levels, the issues being ad-
dressed at one level may not have the same prior-
ity on the other level. For example, state planners
may be concerned with the supply of health work-
ers as a high priority, while local planners may
view the distribution of these personnel, or their
utilization, as more germane to their concerns.

By distribution what is meant is simply the
question: "Is the manpower in the right place?- It
is recognized that this is a narrow interpretation,
involving as it does only a single factor, and that-it
does not deal with, for example, dis.tribution by
'specialty within a health profession. While this
latter, significant factor is important in estimating
health manpower for planning purposes, only the
first factor- was chosen in order to maintain the
clarity of the conceptual framework: It is fully
recognized that both must be considered in imple-
menting the planning process.

Finallyl the reader should be aware that as-
sumption:s play a major role at every step of the
planning /process. The reader must remember that
each problem identified, each priority established,
each action taken or method chosen, is the result
of certain tacit or explicit assumptions.

Content of Chapter II, "Definitions and Setting," Presents
the Monograph the concepts used throughout this monograph .

and the setting within which they are applied.
Chapter III describes the basic components of the
health manpower planning process and the inputs-
necessary to initiate and sustain it. In Chapter IV
are presented the details of the six steps required
for plan development. Two appendices are in-
cluded which review the steps in planning and
describe selected strategies used by health
planners to maximize Their available resources.

1 0
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II.. Definitions
and Setting

One finding of the study underlying this mono- . Introduction
graph is that there is little commonality of
concept definitions among the health planners at
various levels within and between states. In order
for there to be fruitfuj discussion and/or use of the
conceptual frameckork preSented in this mono-
graph, therefore, we must define the basic terms .

and concepts underlying and used in that frame-
work. It is hoped that this will be a useful prelimi-
nary to-establishing a set of mutually agreed upon
terms and concepts which health planners at- all
levels can use in dealing with the planning
process and with each other.

The firsr and most.basic definition to be estab- Health Manpower
lished is that describing the field itself. What is Planning
health manpower planning? In the framework
described in Chapter III, it is defined as:

... a process whereby goals, objectives,
prioritiesond activities for health manpower
development are determined in a systematic
fashion, in order to ensure that health man-
power resources, both current and future, are
.adequate to meet the requirements for the
delivery of li6alth services to a population.

In short one major concern of.health planners
Is to ensure the proper -manning" of the health
care delivery system. They must see to it that the



right number and types-of health manpower are
available when and where they are-needed. They
must plan for the hurnan resources to meet the
requirementswhich include timeliness and ac-
ceptable costgenerated by the decisions of
health care providers to deliver health services to
a defined population group.

To accomplish these goals, health plannets
must gather two kinds of information. The first
concerns the existing stock of manpower in terms
of its number and type. The second kind of infor-
mation concerns presen=t or projected require-
ments for health manpower. Complicating the
planner's job is the fact that planning is, generally -

speaking, a future-oriented activity. Thus care
must be taken to account tor the inevitable time
lag between planning and implementation. There
are many questions which the health planner
must consider in this =connection. For example,
how long does it take to educate a health profes-
sional? What are the likely changes in utilization
or productivity standards that will result- from ,

pending or anticipated legislation? What are the
potential demographic changes within the plan-
ning area or population that will affect require-
ments for health care in the future? Planners must
strive for a balance between the resources avail--
able and the resources required.

The Balance of In order,to achieve such a. balance, the planner
Resources must consider four key factors:

Manpower Supply is there enough man-
power overall?
Manpower Distribution is the man-
power in the right place?
Manpower Utilization are sproviders
making the best use of the skills arkd num-
bers of health profesSionals available?
Manpower ProductiyitY .are there ways
in which existing manpower can provide
more or better services?

Once,these four factors have been analyzed, the
planner must formulate goals and objectives. for

-12



'the appropriate health manpower development
.activities (schools, training programs, etc.) in
order to arrive at the-appropriate balance between
manpowpr available and -rnanpower required. In
acildition, these goals and objectives must be set
within constraints of available.funds.

-As 4example, given a shortfall in the overall
supp t health manpower available, the planner
would most likely give primary emphasis to
development of the approprfate health personnel
and skill(s) miX through-the educational process
In addition, the planner might call for the creation

ew education 6r training program
planner might suggest the termination or . re-
orientation of existing education or training pro-
grams. The planner might then devise strategies
foT attracting students to these new or changed
programs. Alternatively, given the particular
nature of ,the Shortfall, the planner might devise
campaigls to attract neededpersonnel from other

. states or o reactivate inactive practitioners within
the same state. -.On another front, the planner
might-campaign forthe rerrioval or modification of
licensure or other legal barriers to.professiOnals
entering practice.in the-state or locality .

lf,,on the other hand, .the problem.- was the
-distripution of available manpower, the planner's
activities would be aimed at developing
incentives that would make .relocation to the
manpower-deficient area attractive to the avail-

-able:pool cif health manpower. (The planner-mig t

also .develbp strategies ,for locating ,training pro-
grams in the manpower-deficient area or for bring-
ing the needed manpower to the area through the
use of mobile health units or telecommunications

-

facilities: Alternatively, the planner might develop
programs to provide for transportation of patients
to providers.

utilization or productivity were foUnd to be
deficient, planners would have to develop strate-
gies for-redefining job descriptions orreassigning
tasks. Technology of care delivery would need'to



-be assessed and staffing patterns in various
settings would require reevaluation.

The Environment of While, in the past, some of these health man-

Health Manpower power development activities have been'designed
Planning or recommended by planners working alone the

present,olitical environment, the nature of the
planning process, and the mandate of recent
Federal legislation combine to make health plan-

-'ning a joint' ventare involving planners, providers
and. consumers. There are several types of organ---.
izations with which planners must work closely.
These organizations have both planning and
implementation responsibilities in health man-
power development, and they must be brought In-
to the planning process at the earliest practi-
cable moment. Four health-related sectors _are
repreSented:

The Education Sector;
The Prcifessional Sector;
The Provider and Financing Sector;
Th e Planning and Regulation Sector.

' The Education Sector includes public and
private educational institutions of all types and at'

all levels.. The activities of this, sector clearly
affect the supply of health marpoiNer. In addition,
the location of advanced edUcatIonal programs
has been Shown to affect the sUbseduent distribuL
tion of graduates.- Utilization titnd productivitY of
health manpower are also affected by the activi-
ties of these institutions through new and con-
tinuing education programs they may offer. .

The Professional Seator includes the organized
representatives of the health professions and
occupations. This sector, too, has a significant
impact on the supply, distribution and utilization
of health manpower. By instituting active recruit-,

ing programs, the groups within this sector ,can

'The second mono raph in,_this_series is a detailed, critical
review of several methodoloedrapproaches for determining
health manpower supply and requirements.
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increase the supply aria improve the diStribufion
of their professional \members. By supporting
necessary and appropriate changes in, or revoce-
tions of, needlessly rgstrictive licensing or cer-
stification requirements, these 6roups can directly
influence utilization and productivity of their
members. Filially, the professional sector also
.plays a rote in the d'ontinurng education and,
hence, the utilization and productivity of its
members.

The Provider and Financing Sect r includes all
. of the agencies; institutions and individual practi-
tioners who deliver health servides and organize-
tions respqnsible for!financing health care de-
livery.' This is the firing line that is, the point
.toward which the planner aims in formu-
lating a plan for better or increased health ser-

--vices, or changes in delivery, or organizational
changes any and all of which afe designed to
IMprove health services. It is the health providers'
activities wh-ich primarily involve utilization and
productivity of health manpower: -These factors
are directly 'affected by changes in staffing levels,
operating, procedures, task assignments and the
technology of service delivery. In addition, pro-
viders can have an-impact on the absolute supply
of health manpower by furnishing in-service (i.e.,
on-the-job) training in cooperation with the educa-
tion and professional sectors. As for the distribu-
tion of health manpower, the provider seCtor can
haVie priMary effect in this regard by the location
of its facilities and programs,

The financing component of this sector greatly
influences the mix of-health manpower skills and
the utilization of health manpower. It abhieves this
influence ,through the type of health Services it -

Will finance, the schedule. of 'payments it
establianes for these services, and finally, the
type- c;f manpower it will accept as .providers of
these services.

,The Planning and Regulation Sector includes
th'ose agencies, organizations, bodies and groups

/./Which plan floc', license', finance or otherwise regu%



Plan bevelopment
and Implementation

late either health manpower or the delivery' of
health 'services. This group typically includes
health planning agencies, whose plans influence
both manpower requirements and the activities
that meet those requirements; state legislatures
which provide- much of the funding for health
manpower education and which directly legislate
licensure requirements for health professidnals;
state licensing boards which regulate the admis-
sion and scope'of practice requirements for each
of the health professions; and state health
authorities which regulate delivery of state-
supported health services and which have a
strong voice in dediding which types of manpower
are utilized for given health services. There are
variety of other public and voluntary groups also
included within this sector whOse activities can
have a direct impact on health manpower supply,
distribution, utilization and productivity.

As is evident from the above, the health planner
must work with and consult each and all of .these
sectors if a plan for the increase or improvement
of health manpower availability is to have any
practical chance of subcess.

Once the manpoWer planner has identified mie .
vent activities for each of these sectors
activities that can lead to a balance in the man-
power required vs manpower available other
planning -activities corne into play. The planner
must consider and decide upon the proper mix of
activities-among the fOur sectors to ensure that
the overall.goal is achieved. Next, those activities
deeMed to be ,snost essential must be given .

targets for performance. Finally, the planner muSt
turn these goals, objectives,activitieS and targets
into a coherent, pratticable and effective plan
suitable fac implementation by the state or area
concerned.

The planner's responsibilities do not end tiler.
however. A plan that is not implemented is an\I
academic exercise. _Any plan for increasing the /
number, or Changing the nature, of the health/

1 6



manPower available to estate or area must involve
host of indiViduals and groups who will carry out

the recommended activities. Thus the health
manpower planning process must also concern
itself with the proper implementation of the plan.
(The health manpower planning process must
also encompass the facl'itation of the plan ,by
providing a coordinating hand and a unitarY view-
point on all of the activities that make up the plan.)
This is true because no.single program, agency .or

authority within a state or at the .state level is
likely to have responsibility for all (or even most)
.of the activities thatwill be required.of the four
(Education, Professional,.Provider and Financing,
Planning and Regulation) major sectors.

Subsumed under the facilitation conceet-js a
variety of roles which the, planning body must
play:

_

Communication it is the responsibility
of the planning body to communicate the
plan both in its overall and detailed
aspects to all sectors Which- have imple-
.mentation responsibilities, as well as to
the ultimate consumers of the health
seryices being planned for.
Advocacy often the planning body must
play the role of advocate with those
sectors that control the implementation of
the plan (e.g., legislators, providers, the

etc.).
Project Review the planning _body fre-
quently has the responsibility formally-to
review and comment on the degree to
which program activities comply with the
plan.
Monitoring- and Evaluation finally, the
planning bo0y must frequenily carry out
on-going monitoring and evaluation activi-
ties to measure the extent to Which actual
performance of the activities proposed in
the plan measures up to the gOals and
objectives desired.

Because any large-scale health manpower
development plan must involve the active partici-
pation of all four sectorworking in concert; the
planner's role can be compared to that of an .
orchestra conductor. Like Ahe conductor', the

_
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health planner must see to It that -the various
inStr.uments (i.e., activities) in the -orchestra"
are in harmony. Thus, . the ptenner must,
ad as a coordinator. Finally, the pianrer,
provides' the necessary coritinuity among the \
activities of the various sectors (arid activities
within_ sectors) to ensure the, effective iniple-
mentation of the plan.

The need for oVerall organization and adrninis-
tration of the planning process and implementa-
flan ,activities is so striking, in the health man-
power planning. field, 'that it is ohe of the major
characteristics ,distinguishing- health:Manpower
planning from other planning activities in the field
of health care.

In this chapter we have presented some basid
concepts defining the role of the health plan-
ner and the environment within which the health .
planner must operate. The next' Chapter elabo--

-rates on these concepts and roles and describes a
framework within- which the individual compb-
nents and proceSSes of heaith- manpoWer
planning can fit and which, taken together, cpm-'
prise a system for coordinated'health manpower-
-planning.

1 8



Framework for
Health Manpower
Planning

In the last chapter we defined some of the basic Introduction-
Concepts of health manpower planning. We also
suggested the systematic nature of the health-
manpower planning process by defining the
factors that the health iplanner must consider in

arriving at balanced manpower availability/
requirement equationifrOM- which to develop a.
practical plan. WedesCribed how the four sectors
with which the planner must interact Educa-

tion,. Professional, provider and Financing, and
Planning and Regulation) have varying impacts on
man0ower availabjqty, distribution, utilization and
productivity. In short, we descObed the context
within which the-planrier must do the work.

:In -. this section we amplify on the system

;. concept of health manpower planning and present
Iramework' for that system. This conceptual

framework is offered as a -first.step" in the devel-
opment 'of, a systematic approach to the health
manpower planning process.:-

We are describing the-conceptual framework
the health .manpower planning .system 'In a
vacuum" at this point for the sake of clarity. Later
In thie chapter we will discuss the environment
within which the system operates that_is, tie
inputs to the system.

19



Health Manpower
Planning Process:

&System,

I-LEALTH
MANPOWER

s TATUS

It is eVident, even 'on the basis of the brief
description offered in the last chapter, that health
manpower planning and the health ',manpower
planning process are- systems in that they are
made up of organized, interrelated activities
aimed at achieving a purpose.

Health manpower planning must be viewed as
having interrelated components that, in slim,
make ip a unity or whole. Figure 1 illustrates
these components and shows the interrelati:oh-
ships among them. The rest of this chapter witi
describe the health manpower planning system in
terms of the framework p,resented in- this figure
and, in the end, show how this Conceptual frame.

work, does represent a unity of purpose aimed at
doing three things: --

Creating a plan joY,.health manpower devel-
opment/utilizatioh; .

DeVeloping a procedure for follow-through
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Fig. 1 Health Manpower Planning System
Framework .
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in order to facilitate the implementation of
the plan' in accordance with the plan's,
priorities;--
Organizing the cornplex planning process
itseltand monitoring the administration of
all planning activities.

A health manpower planning system needs to
do _three things: 1. plan for health manpower
development; 2. folk:4 through-to facilitate pro-
gram implementation in accord with planned
priorities; and 3.-- organize the complex planning
process-Itself and see to it/ that all planning

. .activities areadministered properly:
pigure 1 illustrates three basic' components

within the "health manpower planning system-:

Planning;
Facilitation;
Organization and Administration..

/ -

Each of these components in turn, is.co posed
of distinct processes/

Components of Health -
Manpower Planning

-The planning coinponent is composed of three Plannin g

processes:

-* Plan Development;
Data Acquisition;
Analysis/

Each of these is equally important in planning.
.Indeed, these processes form a continuous cycle
in the conduct of planning. Thp' process begins
With the initial steps in plan deVelopme,nt,
proceeds to the accessing_ and analysis of data,

. and then provides for modifying the initial plan in
Conformance with the,analyzed data.' Such a pro7
Cedure is analogobs to a "feedback'. mechanism
in a machine or electronicslevice. While all three-/processes are inextricably linked, their basic
functions are sufficiently distinct to require differ-

: ent types of skills.
titan Development

Plan development is the foundation of the
planning process-in that the output of this corn-

-
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ponent Is the plan itself the solution to tlie
oroblem which initiated the entire probess (see
Figure 2): Plan development includes the follow="
Ing functions:

Initial Preparation;
Definition of Goals and Objectives;

6 Identification of Strategies and Programs
or Activities;
Specification of Ccists and Benefits;
Priority Setting and Resource Allocation;
Plan Drafting.

Plan development requires the application of
criteria and judgment to data which have been
analyzed in order to establish a systematic,
logical, decision-making process. Jt, is this
decision-making process that will facilitate the
choice of health manpower development activi-
ties that will, in turn, achieve the goals and objec-
tives of the planners and the plan.
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We stated et the outset of this discussion of
plan development that it is the foundation of the
planning process. Because of its central irnpor
tance, we will more fully describe.this process
and explain the conceptual building blocks of a
health manpower plan. (In Chapter IV we describe
these steps in detail.)

Figure 3 depicts graphically the logical uc-
ture of concepts in a health manpower plan.
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.Fig. 3 LogIcat Structure of the Concepts
Involved iiva Health Manpower Plan

At theapex of the pyramid is the overalt our.
pose-of_health manpower planning --- to ensure

:that health manpower is-rava*le-now_and in the
_future to-meet the needs of the required/desired
level of health services delivery. To meet ,this

!This structure is adapted from Reinke, "Overview of the
Planning Process," (In) William A. Reinke, Ed., Health Plannini:
Qualitative Aspects and Quantitative Techniques. Baltimore,
MO:Johns Hopkins University', Chapter 5, 1972.
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overall purpose, the four previously defined
factors now emerge as goals of the planning
process namely, to 'increase manpower supply
and' to improve its dis!ribution, utilization and
productivity.

The achievement 'of these, goals (singly or- in
combination) will result.in the achievement of the
overall purpose. In this example; the goals are not-,
quantified for reasons of generality. However, the
reallworld requieements of ,legislation, budgetary
planning, etc., may dictate that a goal- be-formu-
lated in terms of a measurable quantity_.or fore-
seen amount of change. Furthermore, tradeoffs .

between and among goals are often necessary to
meet .the overall..goal or misSion, given the exist-
ing obnstrainte of financing, time, availablefacili-
ties, etc. While-aob.ievitig one of these goals might
be the solution to a given area's health manpower
problems, it is far more likely that the solution will
require the achievement of some mix of the four

-goals in order to be comprehensive.
A goal is generally comprised of one or -more .

objectives. Figure 3 shows One objective to be
aohieved (in realizing the goal 'of increasing the,
supply of health maneower) is-Ao increase the
physician/population ratio .from 1:3000 to 1:2500
within five, year's. It is important that planners be
extremely careful in stating an objective. It is criti-
cal .to.-the planning process that objectives be
defined in terms of a measurab/e amount or type
of change occurring over a.sPecifi- time period.
The practiCal reason for this is thit if a plan is to
be implementeo it will .require the expenditure of
funds. Those who provide these funds are not
likely to accepta plan that provides neither a cut,
off point for exp nditure nor a way to measure
achievement.

Next to be de eloped in the planning _process
7arethe strategies for achieving.theobjectives that

.have been iden/tified. Figure 3 detineaqbree pôs
sible strategies, for achieving the objective Of
changing the physician/patient ratio namely,_
recruitmentj,,Oasic education and .continuing
education.//Each strategy shown in the ,figure ccinsists of
programa or activities. For example, the "Basic
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Education': strategy might involve, the operation
of a four-year medical school, or' an expanded
residency program:at hospital "Y." Possibly a mix
Of these programs or activitieS would be required
to implement the strategy. The activities and pro-

,

rams are the basic building blocks of the plan-
- ning process. It Is at this level that-the objectives,

goals and -overall purpose of the plan are
achieved. BecaUte of this, and for reasons similar
o those1 described above for objectives, planners
must exercise care in establishing practicable,
measurable-targets of performance or output for
the programs and activitias.

Before proceeding to a detailed, step-by-step
description-of the functions.in the Plan Develop-
ment process, let u.s consider the two Important
supporting processes in the,Planning COmponent

data acquisition and analysis.

Data acquisition and analysis are specialized Data Acquisiti3n
unctions requiring the talents and experience of and Analysis

trained perSonnel. Furthermore,: thel, are func--
tioris that era continually on-going throughout the
plan develeipment process. Each of the steps In
plan development will require some-amount and
type of data as well as some level of analysis of
that:data Thus the data acquisition and analysis
processes should be viewed as pervading the_plan
development process.

pata acquisition and analysis are illustrated in
Figure 4 as separate boxes to indicate the distinct
skills required for the two processes. It should be-
noted, however, that there is a close link between

. data acquisition, and analySiS. For example, In
practice, the type of data to be apquired will often ,
be dictated by the analytical teehniques available

r the specific task. We _first alscuss the data
acquisition process.

. Typically, the data acquisition staff will not be
invalved inpriMary data collection (thit is, in con-
ducting surveys to assess the nature and scope of
the problem by interviewing or submitting ques-
tionnaires to individual respondents). Instead they,
wilt make every effort la use secondary data (that
is, data that haye already,been gathered as part of
the...activities. of such groups as medical or

2
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Fig. 4 Data Acquisition and Analysis

nursing associations, state licensing officials,
and the like). Thus the special skills required by
the data acquisition function will -be:those of
information and reference specialists people -
skilled in searching-out and using information
resources. On, those occasions where some pri-
rnary data gathering is required, peoplq_skitled in
survey instrument_ (questionnaire) _design., and
testing, as well as in developing statistical dross-
sections for surveying, will be required. In addi-
tion, where turVeys are conduCted by mail, some-
one familiar with mailing tedhniques_should be
consulted. In ;the case of _in-person- interviews,
care must be taken to properly select and-Jrain
interviewers in order to forestall certain types of
bias:

Data acquired at any point in the plan develop-
ment process will generally reqUire edme form Of'
analysis to convert them into usable.informetion
on which the planners may act. As with data
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acquisition, analysis is an on-going function
Which pervades the main pian development
process: The data analysis staff is likely to require

..specialized training in statistids, economics,
epidemiology, computer analysis, and planning
methodologyr-As-a suppoM function for the plan-

--berg; this staff may be an organization, or-organi-
zational entity, separate from the plan develop-
ment group. Typically, data acquisition and
analysis will be an on-going feature of the com-
plete health Manpower planning system.

There are a number of types of data required for
health manpower planning. They include data on
the scipply of, manpower with different, skills (e.g.,
numbers of graduates from various education and
training programs, migration of health personnel,
attrition from the labor force, number of health
personnel in practice, specialties available in the
labor force, etc.). On the requirenyents tide, data
must be gathered on the demography of the area
being planned for, the characteristics of the exist-
ing health care delivery system (e.g, numbers and
types of services, staffing patterns, location, etc.),
and area, state, regional or national ,standards
against which local health manpower require-
ments may be determined.

Analysis of the data acquired at any stage of the
plan development process may be simple or
complex, depending on the sophistication of the
planning methods being used. At the simplest
level, analysis is the organization of data into
tabular or chart form so that it can be easily dis-
played arid comprehended. This type of analysis
may also involve computation of simple statistics
such as manpower/population ratios or the
means', medians, modes and other statistical

:rntlasuces describing manpower or population
groups.

' More 'complex types:of analysis involve the
development of cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness
rafios -which can be used to clarify the tradeoffs
;between different programs or activities that
could be used to achieve the objectives_ of the
plan. Finally, and most complex, there_ is the
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simulation model approach to analysis. This .

approach mathematically illustrates the rela-
tionships between the production and utilization
of health manpower. It enables the planner to
"test" a variety of health manpower development
plans to determine wftich one(s) will serve the pur-
pose of improving health care- delivery. The
simulation model .requires a high level of re-
sources in terms of highly trained personnel and
computer facilities. Thus, it is generally reserved
for well-funded, large-scale project planning.

The health planner's role (as planner) culmi-
. nates in the develOpment of a "final" plan quitable

for implementation. However, the planner's role
does not end there. First, of course, any "final"
plan must exist within a dynamic environment.
Thus, even while a plan is being implemented,
cdnditions and requirements may be changing
sufficiently to warrant some modification in either
the goals or strategies of the plan. The planning
component must constantly be evaluating data
(provided by the data acquisition and analysis
processes) and testing the goals and strategies of
the plan against the changing reality of the plan-
ning area. This is not to say that the plan may
never 00 forward to implementation. On the
contrary, it is this need to maintain a constant pro-
fessional overview of the goals of the plan and the_
requirements of the planning area that neicessi-
tates the planning group!si participation /in the
second component ,of- the planning framework

Facilitation.

Facili ation The facilitation component of the framework
(Fig. 5.) is concemed with ensuring the fullest
possible implementation of the plan by the frith--
viduals and agencies concerned typically,, the
agencies responsible for operation, budgeting
regulation and 16gislation of programs for health
manpower development,

There are four processes which the planner as
facilitator -can use to "encourage" compliance
with the priorities of the plan:

Communication;
Advocacy; 2 8
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Fig 5 Thefacilitation Component

Project Review;
Monitoring and Evaluation.

These processes are listed in order of increasing
influence by the planning body over the actual
implementation of programs. Monitoring and
evaluation are ;the on-going process which sup-
portS the other three.

Communication
The communication process is needed to dis-

seminate the result's of the planning component
to those who will participate in, or be affected by,
implementation of the plan. Note that, while the
implementors of thelplan have been part of one or ,
more aspects of plan development, the overall
structure of the plangoals, strategies, activities,
etc. must be made clear to all participants once
implementation begins. Furthermore, all of the
necessry detailed information (e.g, plans, prob-
lem statements, analyses of the status of health
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manpower, data developed and targets set) must
be given to those who must use them. In short,
program operators cannot adopt and implement
plans they have not seen in full form, nor can un-
published data be used to support requests for
funds for such implementation.

The creation of good communications channels
should begirL during the .plan development
process. These channels serve the planning com-
ponent well in the case where a planning group is,
not simply sitting down and developing an overall
plan for all activities under the planning group's
jurisdiction. In many cases the planning process
will involve going from one program operator to
another to explain general goals and objectives
and to obtain data on capacities and orientations

in effect, negotiating program plans on a case-
by-case basiS. Since many of the same program
operators who have provided input to the plan will
be those concerned with implementation of the
plan, good-communications established eerly will
',:facilitate" plan implementation.

Communication methods include: publication
and distribution of plans, priorities and other data
produced during plan development; publication of
newsletters on planning programs; olding of
seminars to describe and discuss planning iSsues
or findings; and convening.of advisory panels to
provide information from a variety of viewpoints
and disciplines. Such advisory boards frequently
include representatives of piroviders, consumers,
educators, planners and government officials:

Advocacy
The advocacy process is 6 stronger tcol for

encouraging the adoption of the final health
manpower development plan. Advocacy entails
the active intervention of planners in the proc-
esses of public and private decision making con-
cerning health manpower development issueS.

Activities that fall under the definition of
advocacy could include: lestimony,before legisla-
tive committees considering health manpower
issues; writing of position papers describing the
impact of certain decisions on the status of health

-
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manpower in the planning area; or organizing of
public, provider, professional or educational Inter-
ests in support of = or opposition to various

' health manpower development initiatives. Be-
cause of the high visibility of advocacy, Planners
must be sure that they are accurate in their state-
ments and that their plans Are based on the best
available data.

Project Review

The third process in the facilitation component,
project review, is even stronger in its impact on
implementation of the plan. The project review

P. process:

... involves the analysis of proposals for
initiation, change or addition to health
seryices and programs. Authority to con-
duct such reviews has peen established by
the individual states and the Federal

.Government,*

It is.the responsibility of the health planner to
convert these proposed modifications to existing
health services and programs into requirements
for health manpower in terms both of number
and skills mix. The planner must then, as part of
the review process, assess whether or not the pro-
pOsed modifications can be realistically
undertaken given the existing (and potentially
available) resources.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are the last process

to be discussed under the facilitation corn-
ponent. A planning agency exercising this pro-
cess can oversee program efforts _to determine
whether or not they are achieving their targets.
Monitoring involves continuous information-
gathering on operational programs, while evalua-

Gulds to Comprehensive Health Planning, Arthur Young &
Company, Distributed-=ty Technical Assistance Branch,
Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, U.S. Department
of1Health, Education, and Welfare.
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tion involves judgmental decisions on the ex ent
to which these programs are performing as
planned, The _results of the monitoring and
evaluation process may be individual evaluation
reports on the various programs, or they may con-
siSt of regular consideration and review by the
planning body of overall program progress vs.
the plan.

Organization and The ,third component of the conceptual frame-
Administration work is organization and administration (Fig. 6.).

The purpose of this component is "planning for
planning- and then overseeing the operation of
the plgnning systeM to ensure its success. There
are two processes involved irrthis component:

Organization Development;
On-going Administration.

THE ORGANIZATION AND
ADMINISTNAT$ON COMPONENT \

DiganINAIDI
Dev,InprNiNt
PS,Nciranli
.Congtoi,
.Mochinium
.13udoimt

On-gding
AdANNNNANON
.Comptchentivcoe

Coordtrwion
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Fig. 6 The Organization and Administra ion
Component
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Organization Development

This is the process of setting up the planning
and facilitation components of the planning
system. It means ensuring that there is sufficient
organizational capacity to handle adequately all of
thd stepsand functions involved in planning. This
process involves locating those who should par-
ticipate in the planning process and assuring their
participation; ensuring the availability of adequate
funds to finance the planning activity; identifying
and locating the technical skills and analytical
tools needed to perform the planning functions;
and, finally, developing a conceptual framework
for the planning group that is, developing an
overall purpose.toward which the planning effort
Should airn.

If the ,organization development process ,is
successful, a-planning organization will be estab-
lished with all qf the necessary resources to
solve adequately the health-- manpower problems
which are identified. One criterion of adequacy
might -be the comprehensiveness of the planning
process in terms both of the issues it addresses

-and the number of participants .and processes
included in the planning,

On-going Coordination

On-going coordination . means continuing
supervision of the performance of the planning
system to ensure that it is accomplishing its goals
and objectives as effectively as possible. This is
-achieved by taking management -actions to
improve and maintain system effectiveness. This
requires both continuity of policy .and coordina-
lion of effort. Continuity is involved so that health
manpower planning activities start, stop and are
continued in a sequential (or otherwise logical)
fashion within a given component or across cornz
ponents, poordination ensures that the different
planning activities, perhaps being performed by
different agencies, are _integrated to achieve a

. properly comprehensive health plan.
' The organizatien and administration corn-

ponent of the framework can be performed by the
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Unity of the Syste

planning body itself, or by a separate administra-
tive component Such a separate administrative
con)ponent would typically be part of a larger
institution or developmental unit with a legislative
rnandate for planning.

In this chapter we have described the compo-
nents of a conceptual framework . for the health
manpower planning system. We stated at the
outset of the chapter that in order for health man-
power planning to be considered a system, com-
ponents must add up to a unity of purpose in
developing and facilitating the implementation of
a health manpower development plan and in
organizing and administering the planning
process.. We believe that the-foregoing descrip-
tion -demonstrates that health manpower planning
is, indeed, a systematic discipline filet can serve
the purpose of improving the supply, distribution,
utilization and productivity of health manpower.

HEALTH
MANPOWER

STATUS

26

7 Inputs to the System
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There are four main inputs (Fig. 7.) that
engender the establishment of a health manpower
planning system in a given area:

Health Manpower Status;
Motivation;
Power;
Resources.

Inputs to the
Health Manpower
Planning System

The first o'f these inputs, health manpower Health M npow
status, is an indicator developed by analysis of Status
the supply Of, and requirements for, health
manpower in a planning jurisdiction Supply is
defined as the active health manpower and the
inactive health manpower seeking work in a given
geographic area. Requirements- are defined in
terms of the manpower necessary to produce end
deliver a given level of various health services to a
defined population group. There are several
dimensions within the health manpower planning
process that this indicator can explore:

Type Of Manpower physicians, registered
nurses, occupational therapists, etc.
Type of Problem supply, distribution,
utilization and productivity of the above
types of personnel.-
Geographic Base. health service area,
metropolitan area, a county or oountieS, a
state Or an interstate region.

Estimating requirements is one of the most
difficult tasks in health manpower planning.
However, as an ihdicator, health manpower status
is a primary- tool in measuring the changes
brought about by implementation of the plan. It
provides feedback to the planning component to
ensure that the planned-for changes/ in health
manpower status in the planning area are indeed
being. achieved.

This leads to disr;ussion of the second major Motivation.
input to the.systern, motivation. Motivation for

-. developing and continuing a planning system can
take many forms. It may be a legislative mandate
to act to increase one or more types of health
manpower. It may be the perception of a severe
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deficiency in availability or distribution or any
other factor involving health manpower. It may be
pressure exerted on participants to get them to
plan. Whatever its genesis, motivation is critical in
starting up the planning process.

In the absence of a legal mandate to plan, the
question of motivation boils down to whether
those who should participate in planning perceiVe
a high enough level of benefits; for example, to
the public in terms of improved accessibility or
quality; to providers in_terms °it improved pro-
ductivity or lower -developmental costs; or to
professionals -- in terms of improved utilization
or training of members of the profession all in
relation to the costs of planning/.

P wer The third.input, power, refers to the availability
of some form of power sufficient to ensure that all
the activities in all three components of,the con-
ceptual framework are carried_out. Power, whether
a legal mandate or informali(nfluence, is crucial to
the success of the planning process. It is neces-
sary in order to get appropriate participants to
supply data, participate if? planning or implement
programs in accordance ,(vith the plan; in short, tO
do things they might not otherwise be willing to
do.

It should be evident, however, that by power we
do not mean power in/the coercive sense. Rather,
what iS meant is the; legal or social authority to,
enlist the cooperation of all necessary partici-
pants. Cooperation is the keystone of successful
planning.

Resources The final input io the system is resources. In the
end, adequate resources in terms of money,
personnel and information are the absolute and
indispensible requirements -if planning is to be
more than talk.

solPianning The' result which the planning process is de-
- signed to achieve can be expressed as a change in

behavior on the part of the programs, agencies,
groups, institutions and individuals which make
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up the program environment shown in Figure 1.
Such changes in behavior, translated into
change.s in detailed prdgram plans, budgets, leg-

. islation, professional performance standards,
employment practices, and the like, will result in a
change in the status of health manpower for that
area and population with which the planning body
is concerned.

These changes, then, are the measure of the
final impact of the planning process. The long
feedback arrow in Figure 1 which connects the
program environMent with the health manpower
status indicator symbolizeS this impact. Further-
more, it is the channel through which information
updating the nature of the area's.health manpower
problems flOws. It is this updated inforrnation
with which the planning process will have to deal
in the future.
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IV. Plan
Development
Step-By-Step

Introduction

Step 1.
Initial

Preparation

The plan development function is the crux of
the health manpower planning system. The end re-
sult of this function is the health manpower devel-
opment plan the blueprint for improving health
manpower supply, distribution, utilization and
productivity in the planning area. The administra-.
Jon component has concerned itself with the
proper functioning of the planning component in

assure the successful development of the
plan. The facilitation component . will concern
itself for a significant period of time with fostering
implementation of the plan. The four inputs to the
system will continue to interact with the system
to feed back information about the effects the
plan is having on the health manpower-require-
ments of the planning area. In this section we will
provide a step-by;step description el the pro-
cesses whereby the plan itself is constructed
during the plan development function.

The tirst= process, initial preparation, is pre-
dominantly organizational. For plan development
to proceed in an orderly and effective manner, it is-.
ii,lperative that initial preparation be thorough and _
comprehensive. Factors that must be considered
d,Ang this process include:

Planning Group Organization Ho AI will the
planners work? ,
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Partici Pants Who wiH serve on the
planning body?
Resources = Is there enough money, staff,
time, authority, to do the job?
Planning Capacity Do the participants
understand what planning, is as well as they
understand their own professions?

Because these factors are so important to the
eventual success of the plan development- func:
tion, there must be some central direction during
the initial preparation_ process. Thus it is critical
that an individual or group with the appropriate
(e.g., Federal or state) legal mandate andlor the
social-initiative be responsible for organizing and
conv6ning the plan development process. It is
equally, important that the convener-organizer
understand the proper functional and conceptual
'framework for the entire planning process. This
will assure the selection of properly qualified Par-
ticipants and staff, and permit monitoring of the
participants' performance during the planning and
facilitation processes. The end result of initial
preparation Should be,a sound organizational and
conceptual base on which the plan development
process can rest, and which relates plan develop-
ment activities to both the facilitation and on-
going o'rganization and administration compo-
nents of the health manpower planning system.

If sufficient preparation is not rnade, important
participants may be excluded or overlooked; plan-
ning functions may be carried out in an un-
coordinated or haphazard fashion (or be neglected
entirely); there may be no effective method for
follow-through between planning and trnplement-
ation; or the plan development component may
succeed in collecting and analyzing a rnas..3 of
data but be unable to formulate an intelligible or
practicable "plan."

This is the firsr substantive task in plan de- Step 2.-
velopment. It requires that -the planning body Definition of
obtain sufficient information on the current health Goals and OW-
manpower situation in the, planning area in order
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to determine the -baseline- status of health man-
power. This will provide a measure against which
the results of plan implementation can be com-
pared.

Where does the planning body get this infor-
mation? There are two basic resources that the
planning body can tap at this stage of ,its ex-
istence these are:

Personal Knowledge/Experience presum-
ably the planners represent the programs,
activities and institutions which have, or can
do someth.ing about, the problem. They
should have (or have access to) data on the
problems and manpower status in the
planning area.
Data' Acquisition and Analysis the data
acquisition and analysis staffs should be
functional. enough at this poin in the plan- I

ning -group's evolution to provide the basic
information on health manpoWer supply and
requirements in the planning area.

Often it will be found that a combination of. both
of these resources will be used tO collect the
initial baseline information.

Once the current health manpower situation
has been .clearly determined, the planning body
must define the goals and objectiveS necessary
for solving the problem or problems (e.g., increas-
ing supply, frnproving distribution, etc.) that the
initial data acquisition reveals. These goals and
objectives should be stated clearly and in terms of
measurable progress in alleviating these Prob;
lems. -

To accomplish this, goal definition agreement
should be obtained from all planning participants
as to the overall mission of health planning. The
mission statement in Figure-3 is broad and -gen-
eral. Some of the participAnts may have a more
restricted point of view -,-- an institutional budget-
ing process,- for example.' This sortof basic dis-
agreement on the overall mission of planning
(and more-specifically, of the particular planning
project in question) should be clarified and recon-
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ciled as early as- possible in the process. This will
avoid disagreements in later stages of the plan's
development and implementation.

The definition of goals and objectives is an
iteratiye process=J It is performed as often as
nedessary to arrive at an dptimum set Of goals and
objectives based on the constant feedback of
more and more complete and ,accurate
information. While this pr:ocess can, theoretically,
goson "forever" there must come a pOint when the
planning body -presents the "final" definitive set
of goals and objectives for the plan.
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Fig.-B Mission, Goals and Objectives

How does the planning bodY know. when it has
chosen the "right" goals and objectives or that
these are sufficiently accurate and detailed? Prac-
tically speaking, it never reaches that point. There
are no intrinsically right goals and objectives;
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Step 3.
Identification of

Strategies and
Programs

or Activities

these-are a matter of judgment Furthermore, the,.
nature and extent of the data acquired ;and an-
alyzed to arrive at these goals and objectives are
also a matter of judgment. There -are: also the
added constraints of budgetary limilations an.d
the difficulty encounteredin gathering the data in
a given case. While a number of different sten-
dards and criteria have been developed for formu-
lating or assessing goals and objectives in health
planning, these, too, are matters of judgment,
The health planner must be_ aware that:there is no
cut:arid-dried solution to converting information
on health manpower status into a measure- of
-what ought to be." .

The health manpower requirements which are
determined by the planning body will vary accord-
ing to the method or standard chosen. The
methbd chosen will, in turn, vary atcording to per-
ceptions and orientations of the participants; -ther_
nature and availability of staff skills; the
availability of data; and other resource constraints

,
that may _be present. Whatever the criteria, ihe
goals and objectives set by the planning body
must be in consonance With the health manpower
requirements that have been determined.

Once it has establiShed the goals and objec-
tives of the plan, the planning body must
accomplish two tasks:

Identify programs or aCtjvities whose out-
puts will achieve the specified objectives;
Group' these programs or activities- on -,the
basis, of the problem solving strategies
selected.

Determining the correct strategies is a flexible
process. Often, to arrive' at an -optimum set of
strategies, the planning body.Will have-to ufilize a
process of trial and error:The goal is- to define
strategies that accurately reflect -the available
range of prdblern-solving approaches (e.g., train--
ing, education, recruitment, etc.), and in defining
these strategies, to encompass all ,of the-
programs or activities available tO implement
them. Such_ activities or programs might include

2



training programs, continuing education activities
orfoUr-year medical, schools. .

As an example, the goals shown in Figure 8,
"Mission, Goals and Objectives" have,as one ob
jective (ncreasing "the phySician/popplation ratio
from- 1:3 000 ta 1'2 500 within 5 year's Activities
for-accomplishing this objective .might/ include
establishing or expanding an existing education-

.

al facility, or expanding residency program's in
hospitals within the planning area.. All of these
fah under what might be called the basic educa-
tion strategy. Another strategy might be to aa-
tively recruit physicians from outside the planning
area. This might involve the creation of a recruit-
ment campaign. Another strategy might involve

_providing incentives Ntrphysicians to cOme to, or
remain in, the planning area. This could involve
programs and activities for building new facilities,
orfor providing subsidies of.one type or another.

To develop appropriate strategies for cneeting
the goals and objectives of the-plan, the planning
body requires good, up-to-date information on the
programs and activities currently-on-going in the
planning area and those that are planned for the
near future. Finally, it is the planning body's crit-
ical and creative.processes that will determine the
strategies (and the programs and activtities to im-
plement theFn) that must be used to adhieve-the
goals and objectives of the overall plan.

The result of this process may be a list of a
dozen or more strategies Mvolving, perhaps, hun-
dreds of .programs or activities with the airn of
achieving a number of objectives or goals. At this

\_point the plan development process becomes one
of priority setting. The planning body must -''ne-
gotiate"-the best mix of strategies and-programs
to meet the overall mission-within the time and fi-
nancial constraints that are present. Thisleads to
Step 4.

4 3
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Fig. 9 Programs or Activities, and Targets

Step 4. One of the ifidin-cOnstraints in Selecting pro.

Specification of grams and activities to implement the planniRg

Costs and'Benefits strategies chosen is cost. The planning body Mist
have some measure of costs vs benefits for each
program or activity in Order to measure both its
effectiveness in meeting the objective, and its
practicability. To derive such a measure, the plan.
ner or program analyst must quantify the output of
the program or activity in some way. For example,
In our previously cited objective(increa'Sing physi-
cian supply) one measure-of an educatiOn pro.
grarn's effectiveness might be the number of phy .
sicians trained per year. Given this -figur, the
planning-body can readily determine whether the
program ban meet the objective. The _planning
body must also take into account the program's
cost, working from the program's budget or di-
rectly determining the costs of the various inputs
of the program or activity (e.g., plant, salaries,
scholarships, etc.). This must be done for each
program or activity under consideration, ih order
that the planning body be able to Compare than .

on as objective a basis as possible-.
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In the mythical "best of all possible worlds- Sterf5.
there are always sufficient resources of time and Setting Priorities
money to fund all plans and programs. For
the health planner, =however, the situation is
not as bright. And one of the most important
steps in plan-deVelopment is establishing priori-
ties, both within and across the boundaries of the
objectives set during Step 2, and aPross -and
between the strategies '(and the implementing
'programs and activities) identified in Step .3. The
planning body must 'exercise its judgment in
deciding which objectives are, most_ worth
achieving and the best means of achieving each of
these objectives.

The measure uSed for determining the optimum
trade-offs among objectives is the contribution ".
that achieving a given objective makes toward
improying the. status of health manpower in the
Olanning jurisdiction. In like manner, the measure
used to determine the best Strategies (with their
concomitant,' programs and activities). is their
effectiveness in achieving Selected objectives.

Making these trade-off 'decisions asually re-
quires the planning body to se such tools as
cost-benefit or cost-effectiven ss inalysiS. These
methods rank the different co- b\inations of objec-
tives, strategies, programs anc a tivities accord7-
ing to the affount of -payoff' th y produce in
meeting the planned goals relatkve tb4heir costs,
In'cost-benefit analysis the beneht expabjad from
a program or activity is examined, in relatiOnship-
to tha cost of _that program or activity. The ratid.of
Cost to benefit is developed, thus permitting corn-

yarison of programs and activities on a common
basis. Cost-effectiveness analysis is- generally

_ Used in estimating the degree-to which an obkac-
tive is achieved by the proposed program or
activity -in health care delivery; for example,. the
improvement to be expected by-training two nurse
practitioners rather than one physician.

'Both Of these methodologies will probably find
-use diking the project raview process of the facili-
tation component as well as in_ plan development.
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They provide reasonably' Objective methods for
judging the advisability of implementing ttiose

. proposals that meet the initial- criterion of role-
vance to or consonance with the stated
objectives and goals of the forinal plan../

Usually,- program/objective combinations with
lower cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness ratios will
be chosen for implementation. ,-This is because
-the lower the ratio, the higher the return (in terms
.of meeting the planned objectives) for a given-,
levelof investment.

While it may seem that priority setting requires
a massive amount of analysis in order to assure a
fair assessment of all combinationkof objectives,
strategies, programs and activities; there are fre-
quently other factors which will limit the choices
-that the plannino body can make. Some strategies
may be ruled out becaUse the planning bOdy does
not have the cooperation of the key agencies con-
trolling program implementation In the planning
area. Other strategres may be too long-term to
meet the immediate health manpoAr needs of
the planning area. In other cases, participants in
the planning process may overwhelmingly favor
one set of approaehes over anothei:

"However it chooses to arrive at-its priorities, the
planning body must formally establish and carry
out some priority-setting Method In-order to limit
the program approaches available to a practicable
number .Furthermore, this method must recog
nize the interdependent nature of many of ,these
approaehes to solving the problem. It must be
flexible enough to utilize updated inforniation to
increase the-breadth and systematic nature of its
search for, and analysis ofrproblem-solving alter-
natives.

Step B. This is the ctirminating step in the plan deveiop

Plan Drafting ment process. At this point, the planning body

must combine the strategies.and programs which,,
have been deterrnined to be both effective and
practicable as a result of the preceding steps and
present thern in a fermat suitable for implernenta-

,



n: They must, in other words, provide a series of
guidelines for those responsible for implementing
the plan. _

To produae these guidelined, the planning body
huist develop two additional items during this
step: targete of performance for all participating
'programs or activities; and a description of the
resources and organization necessary to carry out
these (or nevi, or planned) programs or activities;

By establishing targets- of performance, the
planning body makes it possible for the partici-
pelting programs and activities to know what Is
expected of them. It fuither makes possible the
measurement_ of each program's performance
durIna theimplementatian of the plan. Targets are
established on the basis of the data gathered and
assumptions made as to what the various, poten-
tial partibipating programs or activities could
achieve.- Indeed, these estimates of achievement
were a primary basis for choosing the preferred
_programs and activities in Step 5. It is important,
therefore,-that the plan be as explicit as possible
in setting forth what is expected from each partici-
pating program or activity.

Once the full range of recommended programs
or activitkes has been decided upon, and the
targets for each- have been established, the plan-
ping body can make a reaionaple estimate of the
resources required to ensure the successful and
coordinated implementation 'of the plan. !Varna to
be determined include; budget, staff, administra-
tive arrangements and organization structure..
Establishing levels and types of resources for
these items is important, since the planning body

often involved in soliciting support' for these
elements of the plan from various groups, agen-
.cies and governmental authorities.

As zn alternative to publishing, its determine-
tions and findings as a -plan," the planning body
may first decide to adopt or publish a set of goals,
objectives and priorities for program implementa-
tion, which it then uses on a -case-by-case" basis
for program review.
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Appendix I is a brief summary of the steps in the

plan development processes that have been de
scribed in,this chapter.

Surnmary No matter what approach the planning body
takes; it- must in the end communicate its find-
ings. These findings must be irnplemented to
solve a health manpower problem. This leads us
back to the facilitation and, organization and
administration components.. While the steps and
activities of the planning component are the foun-_
-dation of health.manpower planning, only through;
the interaction of all three components can these
activities culminate in meeting the mission of the
health manpower planning system.

All of the foregoing discussion has beep aimed --
at providing the planner with an understanding
not only of the diScrete (but interrelated) steps
involved in developing a plan, but al.so of the dy-
namic _nature of the -planning process -and _the-
environment within which that process must '
function. Health manpower planning is an evolu-
tionary process deSigned to assure that the man:
power required to deliver health services' to a.
population is available when and as needed. The
planner must always be ready to change, .adapt
and redirect the plan as the population -and its
needa change.



Appendixl:,
Review of Steps-
in Plan
Development

Developing the organization, process, partici- Step 1.
pants an,d'capacitY for plan development. Initial Preparation

Requires

An individual or group with the mandate
and initiative to organize and convene the
plan-development process and oversee the
implementation of its results.
Participation by representatives of the pro-
grams, institutions, or groups which may

_be affected by the implementation or re-
sults of the plans produced-.
,Knowledge bf a conceptual framework for
health manpower planning and plan devel-.-opmgrit, and an.understanding of how-the
technical skills and fbrrnal responsibilities
of the Various planning participants fit into
this framework.

. Determining the Appropriate boundaries
and expectations-for the plannirig process.
-Organizing the plan development process
according to these expectations.

4 9



Step 2.-
00 inition-Of Goals

and Objectives

Step 3.
IdentificatiOp.of
StiategieS and

ProgramsOr Activities

, 42

Definition an Linders.anding of the, mission;
goals and obj tives of health manpower
planning.

Requires

An understandi g of the relationship, be-
tween health maniowr planning and other
types of planning erms of the impacts to

'be achieved on, the aelivery of health ser-
vices.'
Knowledge of the exis ng status of health
manpower and an , un rstanding of the
health manpower prOble s
Ability fo translate data into health man-
power.requirements.:
The availability of criteria and judgMent fo
determining proper goals and objectives
for health manpower development.

Involves

The application of criteria and judgment to
measures of the _current -status of health
manpower development in order to specify
health manpower requirements and to
define goais and objectives for future ac-
tivities related to -fiealth-manpower dever.
opment.

Identification ,of strategies and programs Or .
activities associated with the 'achievement Of
identified objectives.

Requires

Knowledge of the different strategies
which can be employed in order to achieve
each of the identified objectifies.
Knowledge aboOt the nature of current or_
possible future programs or activities'
which are associated with each strategy.

Involves

Producing a list of many possible combina-
tions of strategies and programs or activi-
ties which may be directed at the achieve-
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ment orobjec ives of interest to the plan-
., ning body.

Specification of- the costs and, benefits asso-
--ciated with achieving different objectives through
,different combinations of strategies .and pro-
grams or activities,

Requires

Information on the costs and benefits of
thp outputs of indiyidual programs or ac-
tiVities.
A means of expressing these cos.ts and

'benefits in comparable term's,'

Involves

Listing t.he costs and benefits of all pro-
grams or activities under consideration (in
Comparable terrns, if possible).

Sett ng priorities among alternative strategies
and activities for-achieving -alternative objectives_

Requires

:The availability of criteria, judgment and
methods of analysis for set ing piriorities:

.---.
involves

O -Balancing the emphasis on the 'various
strategies- and _program activities under
consideration such that, roughly% equal
returns (in terrns of achievement of .the
overall mission of health manpower devel-
oprnent) are being achieved from all the dif-
ferent irivestpents being made in pro-. _
grams.
Selection of those strategies and program-

'actiVities which, are thou g ht to be most
cost-effective in a'abieving the gols 4nd
objectiVes of health manp wer develbp-,

, .
ment overa given-period of time.

Step 4.
Specification of
Costs and Benefi s

Step 5.
Setting Priori ies



Step 6. Drafting the- heal h manpOWer developrnen
Plan Drafting plan.

Requires

The: development qf output targets for all'
activities selected for inclusion in the-plan;
Consideration of the organization, person
nel, budget and other resources necessary
foe- the effective implementation of thp
strategies and activities selected;
--

Involves

Prafting -the written health manpower de-
veloOnent plan so that it -containa clear
targets, standards, and explanations for'
the activitiesselected, and can serve as the
basis for monitoring and evaluation of bro-
gram activities during the implementation
phase.

rr, 9



Appendix II:
Resources
Qtrategies and
Cautions

The health manpower planning framework iden-- Introduction
_ tified three major components plan develop-
ment, facilitation, organization and administration
--- and focused on the 'inputs to .the planning

:process manpower status, motivation, power
and resources Although the four inputs are es-
sehtially equal in initiating and maintaining the
process, one of the four inputs is "more equal"
than the others. The resources of time money,
skilled staff and technology-are always finite.
Thus, planners must\search for strategies to opti-
mize resources.

Below is a list of strategies that _state and local
planners have used 'to optirnize their, scarce re-
sources and the cautions associated with the
,strategies identified. The strategies reported have
worked with various degrees of success in given
situations when applied to specific activities. It is
a -lise of options to._ consider or use. Choice. of
strategy depends on judgment after first assess-
ing the sifuetion.

The suggested strategies to einploy when start- Assess _

ing health manpower planning are: 'Agency Functioos

tietermine what must be accomplished,
shot/ range; long range.



Set priorities_
Balance time, money, staff and technology
against priorities..
Identify resource constraints for each
priority.
Identify tor each -priority which resource
constraint (time, money, staff or technol-
ogy) is most critical/which constraint is
most eas'ily remedied/which cannot be alle-.
viated.
Determine the mu:5st appropriate strategy to
alleviate resource constraints for the prior-.
ities established.
Choose strategy and, implement.
Evaluate strategy, process, and outcome:
Effect: Did the strategy accomplish objec-

tives?
Adequacy: Car) such strategies meet your

resource contramt?
Efficiency:. Was the strategy implemented --

worth the effort?
PrOcess: Which actions you took helped or

hfndered the total effwl?

Reallocate ,The suggested strategies .to maximize re

Resources .sou'rees and- the, cautions associated with each'
are:

Cautions

Know the limits of your authority.
Confer with -counterparts who have
tempted this strategy.
Consult with or gain Board approval.
Do not aitempt what is not within your
ability development of new technology
might be better left to others.
Determine shorV and long-range implica-
tions.
Inform staff why this action is being taken.
Realiz6 ehat ahy change in function can be

a threat.
Be _Willing to revise or adapt reallOption
plans if, whpn tested, they are fOund un-
workable



Set reasonable deadlines in your new
efforts to save time.

Cautions

Do not limit types and sources: insurance
companies, hospitals, universities, banks,
professional organizations.
Know well the mutual expectations,
Be prepared to reciprocate when asked.

Cautions -4

Plan ahead for skills you will need.
Be selective; content of work shops and
seminars should meet both agency and
participants' needs.
Compensate a capable staff to avoid loss
to outside employment opportunities.

Cautions: Volunteer Basis

Recruit experts with talents appropriate to
need; nianagers In private industry, univer-
sity faculty, health professionals.
Be aware of political climate in your choice
of expert.
Call upon those that you know have done a
good job.
Approach formally through organization
channels to -allow the expert more ease In
Making commitment.
Allow the expert sufficient time within own
busy schedule.
Offer some form of recognition for help
received.
Keep in mind that your responsibility and
judgment must prevail.

Cautions: Pald Consultants

Define your problem clearly.
Consider cost.
interviek;v prospects; look for skill, objec-
tivity, responsibility.

5 5

Utilize ln.kind
Services

Utilize Work
Study Programs
Within Community

U ilize Experts
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Seek Required
Funds,

* Get references from persons whose judg-
ment you trust,
Do not be unnecessarily impressed by
credentials.
Review any published work.

* Spell out responsibilities of both the
agency and the consultant.
Inform staff and BoareL

/ Retain your authority in working with con-
suttants,
Listen, monitor and analyze consultant
findings.
Be prepared to make decisions throughout
process.
Terminate if work is unsatisfactory.

cautions
* Do ,your homework; clearly define the pur-

poSe for which you are seeking funds.
Investigate which public/private source's
are interested in your project,
Seek Board members approval advice
and help in Making contacts.
Make sure you have the time and talent to
travel this sometimes long and arduous
route.
Clearly understand the legal and profes-
sional requirements in the arrangement.
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